Climate for the Future, Berlin October 21st – 24th 2021
Registration and Work Groups
With your registration please choose THREE work groups that you would like to be in and number your
sequence of preference 1, 2 and 3 so that we can organize the groups in advance. We want to keep the groups
small to allow intensive work and conversation. There is more about the themes and leaders on the Info-Page.
Please check HERE □ if you are dependent on English translation.
Group leaders

Who is that?

What is the Theme?

My Choices

Dan McKanan

Professor at Harvard, USA Shaping Camphill’s Future Together with the Earth

Johannes
Kronenberg

Co-worker at the Youth
Section, Dornach

„Carrying the flame of Camphill onwards“:
Anthroposophy updated. What could a middle path
between deepening and widening out look like?

Gerriet Schwen

Forscher und Aktivist

Socialo-ecological community building. What inner
aspects are needed for community?

Ulrike Wendt

Eurythmy, meditation and Living movement in nature and in the human being:
four ethers – four forms of thinking
research into life-forces

Jobst Langhans

Actor, theatrical director
and drama teacher

The Chekhov method of drama training works with
atmosphere – so that various atmospheric layers can be
brought to experience and therefore be consciously
formed. This method opens up possibilities to overcome
the tension that so often leads to strife between the
polarities of community and the individual, whilst
honoring human dignity. In this workshop I would like
to create an impression of this approach.

Stefan Ruf

Co-director and
psychotherapist,
therapeutic community
Mäander

“Atmospheric consciousness and human encounter”.
How can we form interaction in spiritual awareness:
between us, between us and the local environment,
between us and the global environment?

Martina Rasch
Association for Social
and
Farming in Germany
Thomas van Elsen

Social Farming as ecological inclusion

REGISTRATION
We ask you to register as soon as possible – at the latest September 1 st- because the numbers are limited!
Please fill this page out and send to the Karl König Institute: office@karlkoeniginstitute.org
Name

Address

Email

Please underline as relevant: I have transfered €180 / as member of the Forum €120 to the Institute
Your registration will be confirmed as soon as your contribution has been received
Please make reference to “Future Climate” when transferring to this account:
Karl König Institute at the GLS-Bank, Bochum: IBAN: DE74 4306 0967 1131 7142 00
Please bring your musical instrument with you for the social evening! Contact person for this:
Stefan Förster: S.Foerster@camphill-schulgemeinschaften.de
Please let us know if you need help with anything – for instance accommodation:
office@karlkoeniginstitute.org

